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ABSTRACT
A relatively new feature in Google Play Store presents
mobile app search results grouped by topic, helping
users to quickly navigate and explore. The underlying
Search Results Clustering (SRC) system faces several
challenges, including grouping search results in topical
coherent clusters as well as finding the appropriate level
of granularity for clustering. We present AppGrouper,
an alternative approach to algorithmic-only solutions,
incorporating human input in a knowledge-graph-based
clustering process. AppGrouper provides an interactive
interface that lets domain experts steer the clustering
process in early, mid, and late stages. We deployed and
evaluated AppGrouper with internal experts. We found
that AppGroup improved quality of algorithm-generated
app clusters on 56 out of 82 search queries. We also found
that the internal experts made more changes in early and
mid stages for lower-quality algorithmic results, focusing
more on narrow queries. Our result suggests, in some
contexts, machine learning systems can greatly benefit
from steering from human experts, creating a symbiotic
working relationship.

INTRODUCTION
Presenting search results grouped by topic (Figure 1b) is
a popular alternative to displaying results in plain ranked
lists (Figure 1a), enabling users to explore and navigate
topic space of search results. This technique is now used
in many well-known websites, such as Google Play Store,
Pinterest, Google News, etc., and has attracted attention
from the research community, where the technique is re-
ferred to as Search Results Clustering (SRC for short).
Despite past efforts [1,4,6], purely algorithmic SRC tech-
niques do not generally create production-quality doc-
ument clusters due to the complexity of the unsuper-
vised clustering problem. Search results change all the
time due to new documents, changes in user interests,
and discovery of new ranking signals. Therefore, the
dynamic nature of search results requires an efficient on-
the-fly clustering process. Furthermore, many properties
of the clusters affect the final user experience, for ex-
ample, whether there are descriptive labels for clusters;
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(a) List (b) Grouped by topic
Figure 1. Example of search results for the query “games”
in Google Play Store: (a) Left side shows search results in
grid; (b) right side shows search results grouped by topic.

whether documents in clusters are semantically coher-
ent; whether clusters cover all relevant topics under a
search query.
We propose an interactive machine learning approach
that combines human intelligence with machine intel-
ligence for app search clustering in Google Play Store.
Inspired by prior work [6], we design a knowledge-graph-
based clustering process for a query and its associated
ranked apps: extract topic labels from apps, cluster topic
labels, and assign apps to topic label clusters. This pro-
cess not only provides topic labels that describe the app
clusters, but also opens up opportunities for expert in-
put. For example, once major topic clusters are associ-
ated with a query, experts can create or edit the name for
a cluster based on its content. For instance, even though
the search results for “games” change over time, its topi-
cal clusters such as “action games”, “arcade games”, etc.,
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Figure 2. Interface of AppGrouper — an interactive app clustering tool for Google Play Store — consists of three parts:
A) side bar with a list of topic labels used in clustering, B) control panels for loading and running clustering, and C)
editable app clusters.

remain relatively stable, and we can create cluster names
for these clusters.
We hypothesize that expert input into clustering pro-
cess can substantially improve app clusters from Search
Results Clustering algorithms. Apart from incremen-
tal improvements such as picking appropriate names for
clusters, experts can provide useful feedback in the pro-
cess of generating topic clusters.
We built AppGrouper, an interactive clustering system
(Figure 2) that generates app clusters while incorpo-
rating expert decisions in the process. AppGrouper
provides an interface that depicts algorithm-generated,
topic-label clusters and accepts expert input in multiple
stages of clustering process: (1) Early stage: refining in-
put to clustering algorithm; (2) Mid stage: steering the
algorithm to generate more or less fine-grained clusters;
and (3) Late stage: editing topic label clusters and topic
labels.

RELATED WORK
Much research attention has been drawn into improving
algorithms for clustering search results, as surveyed by
Carpineto et al. [1]. Early works focus on approaches
that derive features from texts of search result docu-
ments and cluster documents based on these features on
the fly [4,5] More recently, Carpineto et al. [2] presented
a meta clustering system that combines outputs from
several clustering systems and showed improvements.
Apart from topically-coherent search result clusters, de-
scriptive labels for clusters are critical for good user ex-
perience [1]. Practitioners have realized this and spent
considerable effort into description-centric clustering al-
gorithms, as evident by commercial search result cluster-
ing systems such as Lingo3G and CarrotSearch. Scaiella
et al. [6] contributed to description-centric approach
by presenting a topical clustering system. However,
algorithm-generated clustering results are not perfect,
resulting in sub-optimal user experiences when browsing
these clusters. We are interested in augmenting the al-

gorithmic solutions and build an interface that enables
human interactions with algorithm to fix these problems.

THE APPGROUPER SYSTEM
We build an interactive clustering system, AppGrouper,
that incorporates expert decisions into multiple stages of
a knowledge-graph-based clustering algorithm. In this
section, we describe several key aspects of AppGrouper,
including the clustering algorithm, the user interface,
and ways of eliciting and using expert input.

Knowledge-Graph-based Clustering Algorithm
Instead of directly clustering apps, the algorithm ex-
tracts topic labels (mapped to concepts in knowledge
bases such as DBpedia 1) from search results, runs clus-
tering on a semantic graph of topic labels, and assigns
search results to topic clusters. More details of this al-
gorithm can be found in our long paper [3].

User Interface
AppGrouper, shown in Figure 2, has a visual interface
that lets users load pre-computed clusters and interac-
tively generates new clusters using the algorithm previ-
ously described. The interface has three main compo-
nents: a sidebar on the left (A in figure 2), panels in the
middle (B in figure 2) and clusters on the right (C in
figure 2).
The panels (B in figure 2) in the middle affect the clus-
ters shown on the right. From top to bottom, the first
panel lets users run clustering on a user-specified search
query and indicate a preference on the number of clus-
ters; the second panel lets users configure the language
of apps shown in clusters; the third panel presents users
all clustering results previously computed and lets users
search for and select clusters to show.
The right side (C in figure 2) of the interface shows clus-
ters with topic labels for a search query (either newly
computed or loaded from previously computed results).
1http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
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Figure 3. A flow chart with expert decisions in the clustering process. Parallelograms represent data, while rectangles
represent process. The three orange boxes on the bottom show expert input in the clustering process in early, mid and
late stages.

The left sidebar (A in figure 2) shows all the topic la-
bels in the topic label graph, excluding labels already
included in clusters. We will elaborate in the following
section how users use this list of topic labels.

Expert Decisions in the Clustering Process
Using AppGrouper, users can inject their judgments at
various stages of the clustering process, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. As previously discussed, the algorithm is opti-
mized for a set of weighted clustering properties. Expert
decisions can help to ensure that topic labels are seman-
tically meaningful for app clusters, app clusters are top-
ically coherent and the granularity of clusters is appro-
priate, while making the tradeoff decisions between these
requirements. We describe the way which we integrate
expert judgments in the clustering process below.
Early stage. When the algorithm builds a topic label
graph, users can “blacklist” semantically inappropriate
topic labels, which contribute to low-quality clustering
results. For example, if the topic label “game” is in-
cluded in topic label graph for the query [games for girls],
a “game” cluster will most likely be generated. This is
bad because “game” is a broader concept than the orig-
inal query and this “game” cluster will likely include all
search results.
Mid stage. When the clustering algorithm generates
clusters from the topic label graph, users can indicate
preferences on a larger or smaller number of clusters,
resulting in more or less fine-grained clusters. The pre-
determined range for the number of clusters ([8, 12]) does
not work for queries that have a very narrow or a very
broad concept. For example, we find that three clusters
(“weather service”, “temperature” and “digital data”)
cover most apps related to the query [weather app] and
have appropriate granularity. In other cases, we see algo-
rithm generated “mega clusters” (large clusters that in-
clude many incoherent topic labels), and we break them
by increasing the number of clusters. By giving users
control over the granularity of clusters, they can make
case-by-case adjustments.
Late stage. After the clustering algorithm runs, we
present the topic label clusters together with the result-
ing app clusters and let users make direct edits, including
adding/removing clusters, adding/removing topic labels
of the clusters, and editing the user-facing names for the
clusters. In contrast to early and mid stages’ human

input, which trigger rerunning clustering algorithm on
topic label graph, directly editing topic clusters results
in instant and deterministic changes. Experts use this
functionality to make minor adjustments to the clusters.
After manual edits on the clustering, we pass the edited
clusters to another algorithmic step to rank-order the
clusters, which is a step that is too tedious for experts.

EVALUATION
We evaluated AppGrouper with domain experts. Apart
from testing our hypothesis that expert input improves
clustering quality, we are curious about how experts use
AppGrouper and whether they show different patterns of
usage for different queries. For example, perhaps broad-
ness of the query might affect how the system is used to
guide the clustering algorithm. We have the following
research questions to guide our evaluation.
• RQ1: Does AppGrouper help a domain expert to im-

prove algorithm generated clustering results?
• RQ2: How does the expert use AppGrouper?

Setup
The participants in our evaluation are domain experts,
the targeted users of AppGrouper. These domain ex-
perts are engineers who are tasked with making app clus-
ters for search queries in Play Store. In their previous
practice, internal experts generated app clusters with al-
gorithm, filtered in only high quality results, made minor
changes on cluster titles and shipped the clusters to pro-
duction.
During the week of September 14, 2015, we deployed
AppGrouper with our domain expert who used the sys-
tem to generate clustering for a sample of 82 search
queries in Play Store.
The expert’s task was to use AppGrouper to make topic
clusters for these 82 queries, each of which is expected
to take 3 minutes on average. Note that the expert
was not allowed to rewrite the names for clusters, which
would make the clustering easily recognizable as human-
manipulated. Another domain expert (referred to as
“judge”) compared the quality of these 82 clusters with
the quality of clusters generated from the clustering al-
gorithm alone. For each search query, we asked the judge
to blindly rate the quality of two randomly ordered clus-
ters on a five-point Likert scale (1–5, where 5 means high
quality).
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Figure 4. Comparison of ratings on algorithmically-
generated app clusters and ratings on expert-guided app
clusters using AppGrouper. Clusters generated with ex-
pert guidance received higher rating than those without.
The colored areas in boxes indicate the percentage of clus-
tering results with certain rating.

Findings
Through analysis of quality evaluations on app clusters
and usage log of AppGrouper, we summarize the findings
as follows.

AppGrouper helped improve quality of clustering results.
Figure 4 shows that the second expert rated expert-
guided app clusters more highly than algorithm-
generated app clusters. A Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test
indicates that the median ratings on app clusters using
AppGrouper, median = 4, are significantly higher than
the median ratings on algorithm generated initial app
clusters, median = 3 (Z = 403.5, n1 = n2 = 82, p <
1e − 6).
Another result reinforces the finding from a different per-
spective: 68.3% of the results are evaluated to be better;
14.5% of the results are evaluated to be unchanged; only
17.1% of the results are evaluated to be worse after edits
made through AppGrouper.

The expert mainly guided in the late stage of clustering pro-

cess.
Our analysis of the server log of AppGrouper reveals
how the expert used AppGrouper to interactively make
clusters. Table 1 shows that the expert made changes
in the late stage, i.e., added/removed cluster or topic
labels in clusters, for 98.8% of the queries, while only
gave input to clustering process in early and mid stages
for less than 20% of the queries.
A plausible explanation is that guidance operations are
more costly in early and mid stages. Indeed, as shown in
Table 1, both blacklisting topic labels in early stage and
tuning the granularity of clusters in the mid stage have
significantly higher system response time than directly
editing topic label clusters in late stage, because these
actions caused rerunning of the clustering algorithm.

DESIGN IMPLICATION
• Make the machine learning process transpar-

ent. Appropriate abstraction and visualization of the

Stage Early Mid Late
Median response time (s) 12 9 0
% queries w/ human input 13.4% 19.5% 98.8%

Table 1. Response times of user actions and percentage
of queries receiving human guidance in early, mid and
late stages of clustering process. User actions in early
and mid stage have significantly higher delay than that in
late stage. The expert more frequently gave input in late
stage than early and mid stages.

underlying machine learning process helps users un-
derstand both the strengths and the weaknesses of the
process; helping users to give the relevant feedback.

• Expose appropriate level of complexity. Admit-
tedly, not all machine learning processes can be easily
abstracted and understood by average users. Thus,
the system should be designed according to the exper-
tise of users.

CONCLUSION
This work makes two major contributions:
• We designed AppGrouper, an interactive system for

guiding the topic clustering of app search results in
Google Play Store.

• We deployed AppGrouper and evaluated it with do-
main experts, finding that clustering results generated
from the interactive clustering process are significantly
higher quality than those from a pure algorithmic pro-
cess. Our observations on the pattern of usage of App-
Grouper offers several lessons learned for designing in-
teractive machine learning systems.
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